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Abstract—Development of microprocessor technology provides new ideas for creating smart devices, one of which is in the field of smart home. Smart home is a concept of a home integrated with a smart system and supported by technology that enables all work to be more effective and efficient. Mirror is a household device that is beneficial to humans. In this paper, a research on smart mirrors is explained. A smart mirror is a mirror integrated with an intelligent system so that it can display multimedia data originating from the internet using Raspberry as a computing tool, PIR sensor as a tool to control monitors, and DC fans as a tool to control temperature system. In this paper, the mirror was able to display information about time, weather, academic calendar, lab work schedules, prayer schedules, and academic news. A PIR sensor has a good accuracy when the device is placed at 180 cm above the ground and the distance between mirror and humans when mirroring is 70 cm. A DC fan was utilized to stabilize the system temperature in a range of 40 to 50 °C.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Microprocessor technology is growing faster, a System on Chip (SOC) becomes one of the evidences. An introduction of systems on chips (SOC), such as Raspberry Pi, has provided many new ideas for creating smart devices and nowadays one of the most popular projects using SOC is a development of smart home [1]. A smart home system is a computer-based system that will provide all the comfort, safety, security, and energy savings that take place automatically and it is programmed through a computer [2].

Mirrors have the potential to serve daily needs that have a reflective surface and have an interactive display. Therefore, it is possible if the mirror is combined with technology to become a smart mirror [3], [4]. Smart mirror has a display that looks and functions like a mirror, but has the ability to display multimedia data through the mirror glass as if it were a mirror screen [5].

Generally, smart mirrors are made using two-way glass, monitors, frames for retaining glass and monitors, and web browsers with JavaScript to provide software and display [6]. In addition, it can also be equipped with a speech processing system [7], [8]. Smart mirror works like an application on a smartphone such as a widget or module that only has functions or commands [9]. Smart mirror enables its users to make customization and adjustments to provide personal services. To do this, the smart mirror needs to identify the user standing before it in order to make it able to access and display the user’s personal information [5].

Researches on smart mirrors have also been done before, but they focused more on updating data and the use touch screen, so that it can only bring up a little information, namely time and notes [10]. Another research aimed to display information on the mirror was also done by adding voice recognition, so that it could facilitate an order, but it still lacked of information needs because it only displayed information about time, weather, and news feeds [7]. The research only focused on managing information through smartphone, making it difficult for users to update data because the provided data was only information available on the smartphone [11]. Research on smart mirrors to control homes has also been carried out. All information displayed on the screen was used to control the home, one of which was to open the doors and adjust the light. The weakness of that research is the absence of information to meet user needs.

From various previous research references in the field of smart mirrors, only a few of them present information for daily needs. Therefore, a smart mirror that is able to display news information, practicum schedules, academic agendas, prayer schedules, weather, and other multimedia information was designed. In addition to displaying information, this smart mirror research also added a PIR sensor as a monitor control and a DC fan that was used to control the system temperature to remain stable. It is expected that this device making can assist students or lecturers in complying with their information needs, one of which is academic information.

II. METHODS

Smart mirror is a device developed to display data in the form of information on the mirror. Fig. 1 shows that the smart mirror has two inputs, namely the PIR sensor and internet information (API, iCal, and Rss).

![Fig. 1 Diagram block of a smart mirror.](image)

PIR sensor served to send a signal to the Raspberry to change the monitor mode to energy saving mode if there was no one...
who mirrored. Internet information was used to synchronize modules with internet data so that information from the internet could appear on the screen and could be updated automatically.

Raspberry is a mini computer used to process information on a smart mirror. This information was generated by a program developed from a website that contained a collection of information. The information in the smart mirror was connected to the internet network, therefore the displayed data was actual.

Smart mirror required a mirror to be utilized to display information from the monitor. The utilized mirror was a one-way mirror. This mirror had the ability to transmit light from the monitor, so the mirror looks like a mirror.

Smart mirror ON was a state when the device started working. In this situation, the PIR sensor was not yet active and had to be activated by mirroring, namely by detecting the feet. When there was a user or someone who was looking at the mirror, the sensor would be active and it transmitted signals to Raspberry to change the monitor mode into energy savings mode. After a few seconds, monitor would turn off and it will turn on again when there was someone using the mirror. This process was repeated until the smart mirror was turned off. A flowchart of the smart mirror design is shown in Fig. 2.

PIR sensor works by transmitting signals to Raspberry to change the mode into energy savings mode. This mode commands the monitor to be inactive and change the Raspberry mode into sleep mode so that it keeps a stable temperature when the smart mirror is not being used. Fig. 3 shows a wiring diagram of the sensor.

In Fig. 3, the red cable is Vdd which is connected to pin 2 of the Raspberry (DC 5 V). This pin serves to provide power to the sensor in order to work. The blue cable is the output that is connected to pin 12 of the Raspberry (GPIO 1), that serves to transmit input in a form of signals from PIR sensor to the Raspberry. The black cable is a ground connected to pin 9 of the Raspberry (Ground) and generally this pin is connected to the 0 V pin.

In this research, the information that would be displayed on the mirror was designed. Information that would be displayed on the mirror is information on time, weather, academic agendas, prayer time, compliment, campus information, and practicum schedules. This information utilized API, iCal, and Rss technology obtained from various websites to automatically synchronize data with modules.

Smart mirror works like smartphones, which require applications to carry out and conduct a task. However, in the smart mirror a widget or module instead of an application that works to do the task. Module is program running on a web side written using JavaScript and css, so that it resembles an application.

The utilized control system is Raspberry Pi. Raspberry provides output to transistor that works as a switch to transmit
current to the fan, so that the fan automatically rotates. The system temperature will be read by the BCM2835 sensor which then the sensor value will be compared with a set point value. The comparison between set point value and sensor value is called error value. This value will be the Raspberry input which later be manipulated, so the fan will turn on to control the system temperature. The design of information that will be displayed on the screen is shown in Fig. 4.

A fan control was made to keep the system temperature at the desired value by adjusting rotation speed of motor in DC fan based on maximum and minimum value of the system temperature. Fig. 5 shows a design of fan control. The fan was rotated by connecting pin 4 of Raspberry (DC 5 V) with positive red cable and connected negative black cable to an emitter transistor lead, then connected the collector transistor lead to the ground pin (black cable) and base transistor lead to pin 18 of Raspberry (red cable). The pi fan wiring diagram with Raspberry is shown in Fig. 6.

One-way mirror is an essential part in making a smart mirror. One-way mirror serves to pass the light from monitor to mirror that makes as if the mirror appears displaying a graphic. In thin this paper, the one-way mirror was made with two materials, namely acrylic and silver tinted film. The frame was made using teak wood with a size of 50 cm x 40 cm x 7 cm. This size was designed to a minimum so that all electronic devices could be in the frame and in the smart mirror. The front and back view design are shown in Fig. 7. This frame part is a place to put the one-way mirror and the monitor. This part will look transparent when exposed to light, so that all parts that have colour, except black, must be covered by black so that the light does not bounce, but only absorbed. The circle at the bottom is the place to put the PIR sensor. This sensor was put in the bottom so it is invisible to human eyes and it is able to read parts of the body, namely the legs. Diameter of the circle is 3 cm.
The frame side, as shown in Fig. 8, is a place to put the Raspberry. In this part, a USB port on the Raspberry is shown outwards to facilitate a direct data update using USB flash.

Fig. 9 shows a cover part, consisting of two parts, the top and bottom parts. The top part has two covers that can be removed and be installed. This part is covered so that the monitor does not fall when the frame is mounted. The back side has no cover. It aims to enable monitor to forward the light to the one-way mirror.

### III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

After conducting research to design a smart mirror that functions to display information on the mirror, the final result of the smart mirror design is shown by Fig. 10. In Fig. 10, the displayed modules are time, weather, academic calendar, news, prayer schedules, compliment and practicum schedules. Academic information was not successfully displayed because the official website of Universitas Sultan Agung Tirtayasa did not have rssfeed that was used to share information to different websites or platforms.

The final results of the smart mirror frame design made with teak wood was consisted of four main parts, namely the front page to put the one-way mirror, the back part to put the LED monitor, the bottom part to put the PIR sensor and the last it left part to put the Raspberry Pi 3B as shown in Fig. 11.

A PIR sensor testing was carried out to determine the mirroring effectiveness by finding the right parameter value, namely height of the smart mirror, mirroring distance, equipment types, and the clothes worn by the person. The first test was carried out by changing the height of smart mirror on the wall, then mirroring from the farthest distance that was still possible to be read by PIR sensor so that the results of measuring the farthest distance from PIR sensor to the object were obtained. Test results of mirroring distance are presented in Table I.
From the test results in Table I, it can be seen that for each increase of 10 cm smart mirror on the wall, the obtained farthest distance will increase by as much as 7-8 cm. A PIR sensor object detection test aimed to test whether the equipment and the clothing worn affected the PIR sensor performance or not. Test was carried out by bringing the object worn closer to the sensor. If the object was brought to the sensor made the smart mirror turned on, it meant that the given logic was 1, and vice versa, if the smart mirror still turned off when the object was brought closer, then the logic value was 0. The results of PIR sensor object detection are shown in Table II.

From the test results in Table I, it can be seen that PIR sensor can still detect human body even though it is covered with everyday equipment and daily clothing. A PIR sensor sensitivity test aimed to determine the distance which still enabled the sensor to obtain a good sensitivity value, so that a reference to mirror on that distance was obtained. The PIR sensor sensitivity test results are presented in Table III.

From test results in Table III, it can be concluded that the closer the human body is to the sensor, the better response will be obtained. The response value is given based on the time delay given by the PIR sensor to turn on the screen.

System load test was carried out to determine the level of load usage used to run the smart mirror. In the first experiment, a system load test per module was carried out, the data shown were the use of RAM and CPU, also system temperature. Test results are shown in Table IV.

From the test results in Table IV, it can be concluded that the more moving animation, the larger the module size that is displayed, and the more frequently the information is updated, the greater the system load used by the module. A smart mirror system load was also tested for 24 hours with the aim of testing the system durability. Test was carried out by taking data of CPU, RAM and system temperature every hour. Results of CPU temperature test are shown in a graphical form in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12 CPU temperature graph.

From the tests that have been conducted, it can be concluded that the smart mirror can last turned on for 24 hours with a system temperature between 40-50 °C. The system load value continues to change because each module update data at different times, causing the system load to be unstable. The system load testing results in graphical form are shown in Fig. 13.

RAM values continue to increase due to smart mirror services that continue to run in the system background. RAM
values continue to increase due to smart mirror services that continue to run in the system background. The system load test results are shown in a graph in the Fig. 14.

![Graph of CPU system load.](image)

**Fig. 13** Graph of CPU system load.

![Graph of RAM load.](image)

**Fig. 14** Graph of RAM load.

From this test, it is notable that to turn on the smart mirror for more than 24 hours there are several things to be considered, namely the smart mirror must be placed in a place with a temperature below 30 °C so that the CPU temperature remains stable. If the RAM has reached the limit, the performance of the device will get worse, therefore the smart mirror must be restarted so that the system load returns to normal and can re-perform the process properly.

IV. CONCLUSION

After analysing the tests that have been carried out, there are several conclusions, namely information that has been successfully created and successfully displayed on the smart mirror are time information, academic calendar, weather at Cilegon area, news, practicum schedules, prayer times, and compliments. Effective mirroring can be carried out by placing a smart mirror at a height of 180 cm with a mirroring distance of 70 cm. From the 24-hour load testing, the average RAM value was 67%, CPU load was 1.19, and the system temperature was 48 °C.

Further researches are expected to improve and develop this research. For example, there can be an experiment to replace the mirror with an original one-way mirror, because in this test, by combining acrylic and window film, the results obtained in black can still be seen by the eye, so that the monitor shape is visible when looking in the mirror. In addition, a large screen or display can be used, a minimum of 22 inches, because the use of sizes below 22 inch causes users to have to look closely to read information on the smart mirror.
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